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VIKTOR E. FRANKL :  “Man’s Search For Meaning.”

Happened across this book one Summer holiday about 20 years in the
Lake District. Ambleside bookshop and my bee line to the philosophy,
self help, spirituality sections and I saw a shelf feature made of this
beautiful book. An eye catching cover for sure... 
An engaging literary style, uplifting, profound, memorable and will
leave you a different person after you have read it.

Do not be put off by the subject matter- a man’s experience of the
Holocaust. A defining moment for Humanity it provides a backdrop for
a rich stream of enlightenment. How we work our way through such
horror and find we can survive with hope. What do we each hope for?
What moral compass do we each have inside? The frailties of the
human spirit are all here to be seen and forgiven. I have recently read
this book again during the lockdowns and it gives me fortitude and
peace..

On his reflections as working as a doctor in the camp hospital…..
“This young woman knew she was going to die in the next few days. But when I talked to her
she was cheerful in spite of this knowledge. “I am grateful that fate has hit me so hard.” she
told me. “In my former life I was spoiled and did not take spiritual accomplishments 
seriously.” Pointing through the window of the hut, she said “This tree here is the only 
friend I have in my lonliness.” Through that window she could see just one branch of a 
chestnut tree, and on that branch were two blossoms. “I often talk to this tree”, she said to 
me. I was startled and didn’t quite know how to take her words. Was she delirious? Did she 
have occasional hallucinations? Anxiously I asked her if the tree replied. “Yes.” What did it 
say to her? She answered, “It said to me, “I am here – I am here – I am life, eternal life.””
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STEPHEN GROSZ :  
“The Examined Life : How we Lose and Find 
Ourselves.”

One of those Amazon mooching around type discoveries for
me. Whilst I was training I enjoyed reading about other
professionals in the field and their experiences with clients.
Although Stephen is a psychoanalyst this is written as an
observation on life for us all to enjoy. It is profoundly
insightful and very engaging. Funny and carries great
resonance for anyone who seeks deeper understanding of the
human mind.

The reflections are divided up into chapters entitled;
-Beginnings
-Telling Lies
-Loving
-Changing
-Leaving

A rich source of advise and helps get you back in touch with
the Humanity of us all. Easily forgotten at the moment….


